Haplotype block structures show significant variation among populations.
Recent studies suggest that haplotypes tend to have block-like structures throughout the human genome. Several methods were proposed for haplotype block partitioning and for tagging single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) identification. In population genetics studies, several research groups compared block structures across human populations. However, the measures used to quantify population similarity are either less than satisfactory or nonexistent. In this article, we propose several similarity measures to facilitate the comparisons of haplotype structures, namely block boundaries and tagging SNPs, across populations. With these measures, we can more objectively compare haplotype block structures and tagging SNP sets between different populations. In addition, these measures allow us to compare the results of different methods for block partition and tagging SNP identification. When we applied these measures to a real data set on chromosome 10 in 16 worldwide populations, we found that in this genome region: 1) haplotype block boundaries vary among populations, with European and some African populations showing similar boundaries but other populations showing other patterns; 2) tagging SNP sets are generally similar for populations with similar haplotype block structures but differ if the block structures differ; and 3) all but one of the block finding methods we tested yield consistent results, although variations exist regarding consistency. Our tentative results show that at least in the genome region studied, it is unlikely that a common haplotype pattern exists for all human populations: many populations, even in the same geographical region, may have different haplotype patterns.